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ABSTRACT
We present an open source tool, searchrefiner, for researchers that
conduct medical systematic reviews to assist in formulating, visual-
ising, and understanding Boolean queries. The searchrefiner web
interface allows researchers to explore howBoolean queries retrieve
citations in existing, popular query syntaxes used in systematic
review literature search. The web interface allows researchers to
perform tasks such as using validation citations to ensure queries
are retrieving a minimum set of known relevant citations, and
editing Boolean queries by dragging and dropping clauses in a
structured editor. In addition, the tools provided by the searchre-
finer interface allow researchers to visualise why the queries they
formulate retrieve citations, and ways to understand how to refine
queries into more effective ones. searchrefiner is targeted at both
experts and novices, as a tool for query formulation and refinement,
and as a tool for training users to search for literature to compile
systematic reviews.

The searchrefiner website located at https://ielab.io/searchrefiner
contains information about how to download, install, and use the
tool, as well as a link to an online hosted version for demonstration
purposes.
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1 PROBLEM AND TARGET USERS
Formulating queries for conducting systematic reviews is a lengthy
and complex task. This process is often not methodical, and there
currently exists no standard process for formulating systematic
review queries [1, 4]. To aid in this process, an information specialist
is often used to assist in the query formulation process [6] through
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interfaces such as PubMed.1 These existing search interfaces do
little in the way of allowing users to visualise or understand the
impact of modifying a query. Prior work in other domains [2, 8, 9],
however, has shown that visualisations can assist users with further
refining queries to be more effective.

In this work, we present a domain-specific tool, searchrefiner,
to assist researchers performing medical systematic reviews with
formulating and refining Boolean queries. This tool is to be used in
the phase of systematic review creation prior to screening literature
for inclusion in the final review.

Formulating queries that capture all relevant literature for a par-
ticular systematic review while minimising the total number of
retrieved citations is a complex and difficult task, even for expert
searchers. The core problem is that a systematic review may have
between, e.g., 1 and 100 relevant studies that comprise the synthe-
sis of the review, however thousands or even tens of thousands of
studies may be retrieved by a query. Currently, queries are typi-
cally formulated with the use of known-to-be-relevant citations
(seeds) and examining the total number of retrieved citations. As
the complexity (in Boolean clauses) of the query rises, it becomes
less obvious, however, which particular clauses are discriminative
or which clauses retrieve an overlapping set of citations.

It is these factors of query formulation and refinement that we
envision searchrefiner to be used for. For example, one use for
searchrefiner is to help refine the total number of relevant citations
retrieved by a Boolean query. The visualisation of the query assists
researchers to understand howmany citations are retrieved by each
clause, and how combining these clauses with logical operators
affects the resulting set size. Another use case is to update an exist-
ing systematic review: by using the structured query editor, users
may modify existing queries without needing to rewrite the entire
query by hand. searchrefiner currently supports two of the most
popular syntaxes for formulating queries for medical systematic
reviews: Ovid MEDLINE and PubMed. This is made possible by
a query translation component, that converts across query lan-
guages, integrated from an existing domain-specific experiment
framework [7].

Furthermore, searchrefiner can be useful for training purposes.
Enabling beginners to visually see how a query retrieves citations
by combining clauses with logical operators can assist with the
training process. In addition, augmenting the visualisation with
relevance information (feedback) can assist novice users gain an
intuition for how to retrieve all relevant citations while minimising
the total number of retrieved citations. For example, trainees can
load all citations included for synthesis in a particular systematic
review as relevance information.
1https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
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2 INNOVATIVE ASPECTS
Tools for assisting systematic review creation have seen increasing
success and adoption in the medical systematic review community.
These tools primarily focus on assisting reviewers synthesise data
into a publication by automatically generating text [10], automati-
cally assessing bias in clinical trials [3], and annotating published
studies for the purpose of ontology population [5]. While tools
outside of this domain do exist for query visualisation and under-
standing, they do not align with the needs of the researchers and
information specialists undertaking systematic reviews. searchre-
finer specifically addresses pain points of query formulation that
creators of systematic reviews have, and neatly fits into an exist-
ing ecosystem of tools for assisting researchers create systematic
reviews.

searchrefiner comprises three core components: (i) a query in-
terface i.e. search engine results page, similar to existing tools (Fig-
ures 1, 2, and 3, Section 2.1), (ii) the query visualiser which allows
users to explore how many citations are retrieved for each clause
and the overlap between different clauses (Figures 4 and 5, Sec-
tion 2.2) and to edit queries using a drag-and-drop structured editor
(Figure 5), and (iii) a query transformation tool which allows users
to directly edit the abstract syntax tree of a Boolean query (Figure 6,
Section 2.3). Each component is described in detail in the following
sections.

Users may issue, visualise, and edit queries in both the PubMed
and Ovid MEDLINE query syntaxes. These are two very popular
query syntaxes, and both are used extensively in systematic reviews.
Currently no tools exist in the systematic review domain for visu-
alising and understanding queries. For the first time, researchers
creating and updating systematic reviews can gain a richer un-
derstanding of exactly what aspects of a query to refine to better
improve the effectiveness of queries.

For both target users — i.e. experts with experience formulat-
ing queries and novice users learning how to formulate queries,
searchrefiner can assist in novel ways. The most substantial contri-
bution of which is the tree visualisation, which is to the best of the
authors knowledge an entirely new, novel idea.

The following sections describe in detail the use cases of each
aspect of searchrefiner with screen-shots demonstrating example
usage.

2.1 Query Interface
The query interface (Figures 1 and 2) allows users of searchrefiner
to issue queries in both Ovid MEDLINE and PubMed syntaxes
directly to PubMed. The resulting page displays the total number
of retrieved citations by the query, statistics about the query, and
the abstract syntax tree of the query for debugging purposes.

2.2 Query Visualisation
The query visualisation component has three main aspects. The
first is a two-way binding of textual query to a structured editor
(Figure 5, the leftmost two tabs in this interface — the first set
of two tabs is independent of the two right hand side tabs). This
allows users to paste in existing queries (e.g., from other interfaces
or existing systematic reviews) and edit them conveniently in a
structured way by dragging and dropping clauses of the Boolean

Figure 1: Start page of searchrefiner. A search query in the
Ovid MEDLINE or PubMed query syntax may be issued or a
tool on the right hand sidemaybe accessed. Previous queries
can be seen below the search box and can be reissued.

Figure 2: searchrefiner query page. This page can be used to
view howmany results a query retrieved, examine statistics
about a query, and viewhow the querywas transformed into
an abstract syntax tree for debugging purposes.

query. The logical operators, fields, queries, and MeSH explosion
can be edited in this structured editor and all updates are reflected
in the textual editor in real time. The structured editor can be used
to supplement search interfaces in other tools because of this two
way binding. For example, a query can be formulated in PubMed,
but to make refinements to it without introducing syntactic errors
one may paste it into the textual editor, edit in the structured editor,
and copy it back to PubMed via the textual editor. Figure 7 presents
what a typical query looks like in the Ovid MEDLINE syntax, and
describes each of the details of the query. The structured editor
removes the requirement for understanding the details of such
a query. It allows, in fact, novice users to write and edit queries
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Figure 3: Exploring the citations that are retrieved by the a
query. The title and abstract are shown, as well as authors,
the PubMed ID, the publication type, and any MeSH head-
ings.

Figure 4: Visualising a query. The query on the left in the
textual representation is visualised as a tree on the right.
The nodes represent keywords (rounded-rectangles) and
Boolean operators (circles); the edges show the number of
citations retrieved by the node underneath.

without learning the different query syntaxes for each database
that is used to retrieve literature for systematic reviews (all queries
syntaxes look the same in the structured editor and the structured
editor can output queries in different syntaxes).

The second innovative aspect of the query visualisation tool is
the tree view (Figure 4). By using the tree view, one may visualise
the number of citations that are retrieved by each clause of the
query, and how the number of retrieved citations is affected by
logical operators (i.e. AND, OR, NOT, etc.). This visualisation can be
augmented with relevance information (either seed citations or

Figure 5: Left: editing a query using the structured editor.
Clauses of a query can be rearranged by dragging, and fields
can be toggled using the buttons underneath each query.
MeSH explosion (where applicable) may be selected here as
well. Right: Output of the retrieval and clause combination
process. This console is a read-only view of the current op-
eration of the server.

Figure 6: Editing a query using the abstract syntax tree. Edits
to the abstract syntax tree are updated in real time on the
right hand side.

relevance assessments) in order to monitor the number of known
relevant citations retrieved, or for training purposes.

2.3 Transformation
The final component of searchrefiner allows users to directly edit
the abstract syntax tree representation of queries, and visualise the
resulting query in real time (Figure 6). This component receives a
query from the other two components to allow for quick editing or
debugging of a query. A one-way data binding between the editor
on the left hand side and the query on the right updates in real time
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1. exp ORTHODONTICS/
2. orthodontic$.mp.
3. or/1-2
4. (retention or retain$).mp.
5. (stabilise$ or stabilize$).mp.
6. (fraenectom$ or frenectom$).mp.
7. (fiberotom$ or fibreotom$).mp.
8. "interproximal stripping".mp.
9. pericision.mp.
10. reproximat$.mp.
11. ((gingiv$ or periodont$).mp. adj4 surg$).mp.
12. (retain or retention).mp.
13. 11 and 12
14. or/4-10
15. 13 or 14
16. 3 and 15

Figure 7: A typical query in the Ovid MEDLINE syntax. Key-
words of the query can be expressed individually on lines
(e.g. line 1 or 2), or grouped together (e.g. line 4). These key-
word clauses can be combined with infix logical operators if
grouped on a single line or by statingwhich lines to combine
(e.g. line 15 combines the clauses specified on line 13 and 14
with the OR operator). Keywords are restricted to fields by the
two letter identifier at the end (e.g. .mp., which restricts the
keyword to the title, abstract, and MeSH headings). MeSH
only keywords are specifiedwith / and can be explodedwith
exp (e.g. line 1). Keywords can also be explicitly stemmed or
expanded with the $ and * modifiers.

as the abstract syntax tree is edited. The query on the right may
be represented either in Ovid MEDLINE or a PubMed syntax (the
example in Figure 6 is outputting the query in MEDLINE syntax).

3 DEMO AUDIENCE EXPERIENCE
Conference attendees wishing to experience what it is like to use
searchrefiner will be presented with the role of information spe-
cialist, tasked with refining a query to retrieve fewer non-relevant
citations. This task is the primary use case of the tool and demon-
strates the core visualisation and query editing aspects. Attendees
will be assigned a query such as the one in Figure 7 and asked to use
the tool to refine the search. The demonstration will be pre-loaded
with known-relevant citations (seeds) that must be retrieved. An
explanation of the query syntax and brief introduction to the tool
will be provided prior to use of searchrefiner.

4 IMPACT
The impact of searchrefiner is two fold: it enables expert users to
gain a deeper understanding of exactly how queries retrieve ci-
tations through visualisation, and how to refine these queries to
produce more effective queries. Additionally, it provides a frame-
work for novice searchers to learn how to search for literature
by gaining an intuition of how queries retrieve citations visually.
These two core aspects of searchrefiner have the potential to dras-
tically improve the queries that are used to retrieve literature for
systematic reviews.

We plan to continue development of this tool with the direction
and assistance from experts by working closely with information
specialists and researchers conducting systematic reviews. We also
plan to improve the user experience and measure the effects this
tool has on reducing the workload of systematic review creation
by undertaking user studies. These user studies involve perform-
ing the same systematic review three times: one using existing
query formulation interfaces, one using existing query formula-
tion interfaces augmented with searchrefiner, and finally one using
searchrefiner only. These studies will determine if searchrefiner
has a measurable effect on the workload associated with systematic
review creation.

5 USAGE
The primary and intended use of searchrefiner is through the web
interface previously described. However, in addition to the web in-
terface, there is a REST API available which can be used to perform
the actions described in this paper. This allows searchrefiner to be
both integrated into existing tools and to augment them.

searchrefiner is an open source project that is freely available
to download from https://ielab.io/searchrefiner. Links to a hosted
version may also be found via the aforementioned link, as well as
information on how to compile and steps to set up searchrefiner
locally.
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